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Abstract

In this paper, we newly introduce the concept of temporal
attention filters, and describe how they can be used for human
activity recognition from videos. Many high-level activities are
often composed of multiple temporal parts (e.g., sub-events)
with different duration/speed, and our objective is to make the
model explicitly learn such temporal structure using multiple
attention filters and benefit from them. Our temporal filters
are designed to be fully differentiable, allowing end-of-end
training of the temporal filters together with the underlying
frame-based or segment-based convolutional neural network
architectures. This paper presents an approach of learning a set
of optimal static temporal attention filters to be shared across
different videos, and extends this approach to dynamically
adjust attention filters per testing video using recurrent long
short-term memory networks (LSTMs). This allows our tem-
poral attention filters to learn latent sub-events specific to each
activity. We experimentally confirm that the proposed concept
of temporal attention filters benefits the activity recognition,
and we visualize the learned latent sub-events.

Introduction

Human activity recognition is the problem of identifying
events performed by humans given a video input. It is for-
mulated as a binary (or multiclass) classification problem of
outputting activity class labels, and researchers have been
studying better features, representations, and learning algo-
rithms to improve the classification (Aggarwal and Ryoo
2011). Such classification not only allows categorization of
videos pre-segmented to contain one single activity, but also
enables the ‘detection’ of activities from streaming videos to-
gether with temporal window proposal methods like the slid-
ing window or selective search (Ryoo et al. 2015). Activity
recognition is an important problem with many societal appli-
cations including smart surveillance, video search/retrieval,
intelligent robots, and other monitoring systems.

Particularly, in the past 2-3 years, activity recognition
approaches taking advantage of convolutional neural net-
works (CNNs) have received a great amount of attention.
Motivated by the success of image-based object recogni-
tion using CNNs, researchers attempted developing CNNs
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for videos. Some approaches directly took advantage of
image-based CNN architectures by applying them to every
video frame (Jain, van Gemert, and Snoek 2014; Ng et al.
2015), while some tried to learn 3-D XYT spatio-temporal
convolutional filters from short video segments (Tran et al.
2015). In order to represent each video, temporal pooling
(e.g., max/average pooling) were often applied on top of
multiple (sampled) per-frame or per-video-segment CNNs
(Jain, van Gemert, and Snoek 2014; Karpathy et al. 2014;
Simonyan and Zisserman 2014; Ng et al. 2015; Tran et al.
2015). Similar to the object recognition, these approaches
obtained superior results compared to traditional approaches
of using hand-crafted features.

However, in terms of learning and considering activi-
ties’ temporal structure in videos, previous CNN approaches
were limited. Many high-level activities are often com-
posed of multiple temporal parts (i.e., sub-events) with dif-
ferent duration/speed, but approaches to learn explicit ac-
tivity temporal structure together with CNN parameters
have not been studied in depth. For instance, the typi-
cal strategy of taking max (or average) pooling over sam-
pled per-frame or per-segment CNN responses (Jain, van
Gemert, and Snoek 2014; Simonyan and Zisserman 2014;
Ng et al. 2015; Tran et al. 2015) completely ignores such
temporal structure in longer activity videos. (Ryoo, Rothrock,
and Matthies 2015) showed a potential that making the
system consider multiple video sub-intervals using a tem-
poral pyramid benefits the recognition, but it was done
with predetermined intervals without any learning. LSTM-
based recurrent neural network approaches (Ng et al. 2015;
Yeung et al. 2016) were able to process per-frame CNN re-
sponses sequentially, but no explicit sub-event or interval
learning was attempted.

What we need instead is an approach that explicitly ‘learns’
to focus on important sub-intervals of the activity videos
while also optimizing their temporal resolution for the recog-
nition. This is a challenging problem since we want to make
this sub-event learning done in an end-to-end fashion together
with the training of underlying CNN parameters. Further-
more, it is often the case that ground truth labels of sub-events
to be learned are not provided, making them latent variables.

This paper presents a new video classification approach
that overcomes such limitations using temporal attention
filters. We newly introduce the concept of fully differen-
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Figure 1: Illustration of our overall recognition architecture with temporal attention filters. M number of temporal filters are
learned to focus on different temporal part of video frame features (i.e., latent sub-events). Each filter is composed of a set of
Gaussian filters which take a weighted sum of local information. Outputs of the temporal filters are concatenated, and attached
with a fully connected layers to perform video classification.

tiable temporal attention filters and describe how they can be
learned and used to enable better recognition of human activ-
ities from videos. The main idea is to make the network learn
and take advantage of multiple temporal attention filters to be
applied on top of per-frame CNNs (Figure 1). Each learned
attention filter corresponds to a particular sub-interval of the
activity the system should focus on (i.e., latent sub-events),
and is represented with its center location, duration, and res-
olution in the relative temporal coordinate. Our approach
abstracts per-frame (or per-segment) CNN responses within
the sub-interval corresponding to the attention filter, allowing
the system to use their results for the classification. Notably,
our temporal attention filters are designed to be fully differ-
entiable, motivated by the spatial attention filters for images
(Gregor et al. 2015). This allows the end-to-end training of
the parameters deciding attention filters; the system learns
temporal attention filters jointly with the parameters of the
underlying per-frame (or per-segment) CNNs. As a result,
our temporal filters are trained to be optimized for the recog-
nition tasks, automatically learning its location/scale from
the training data without sub-event labels.

The paper not only presents an approach of learning opti-
mal static temporal attention filters to be shared across dif-
ferent videos, but also present an approach of dynamically
adjusting attention filters per testing video using recurrent
long short-term memory cells (LSTMs). Instead of learn-
ing static temporal filters who location/duration/resolution is
shared by all videos, our LSTM based approach dynamically
and adaptively adjusts its filter parameters depending on the
video, by going through multiple iterations. Our proposed ap-

proach is able to function in conjunction with any per-frame
or per-video-segment CNNs as well as with other types of
feature representations (e.g., Fisher vectors), making it very
generally applicable for many video understanding scenarios.

Previous works

As described in the introduction, the direction of using con-
volutional neural networks for video classification is becom-
ing increasingly popular, since it allows end-to-end training
of convolutional filters optimized for the training data. (Si-
monyan and Zisserman 2014) used optical flows in addition
to image feature. (Ng et al. 2015) tested multiple different
types of pooling strategies on top of per-frame CNNs, and
found that the simple global max pooling of per-frame fea-
tures over the entire interval performs the best for sports
videos. (Karpathy et al. 2014) also tried multiple different
(temporal) pooling strategies, gradually combining per-frame
CNN responses over a short interval using their ‘slow fu-
sion’. (Tran et al. 2015) proposed to do XYT convolution,
learning space-time convolutional filters. (Wang, Qiao, and
Tang 2015) used local CNN feature maps around tracklets in
videos.

However, these prior works focused only on capturing
dynamics in very short video intervals without much consid-
eration on long-term temporal structure of activity videos.
Optical flow only captures differences between two consec-
utive frames (Simonyan and Zisserman 2014). Even with
the video-based 3-D XYT CNNs (Tran et al. 2015) or tra-
jectory CNNs (Wang, Qiao, and Tang 2015), only the tem-
poral dynamics within short intervals with a fixed duration
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(e.g., 15 frames) were captured without considering longer-
term structure or attempting to learn latent sub-events. (Ryoo,
Rothrock, and Matthies 2015) showed a potential that con-
sidering temporal structure in terms of sub-intervals (e.g.,
temporal pyramid) may benefit the recognition, but they did
not attempt any learning. Similarly, (Li et al. 2016) consid-
ered multiple different temporal scales, but learning of how
the system should choose such scales were not attempted.
(Varol, Laptev, and Schmid 2016) also used fixed intervals.
Recurrent neural networks such as LSTMs were also used to
model sequences (Ng et al. 2015), but they were unable to
explicitly consider different temporal sub-intervals and their
structure. That is, learning to consider different intervals with
different temporal resolution was not possible, and no sub-
event learning as involved. (Yeung et al. 2016) proposed the
use of LSTM to make the system focus on different frames
of videos, but it was unable to represent intervals.

The main contribution of this paper is the introduction
of the temporal attention filters that allow their end-to-end
training together with underlying CNN architectures. We
illustrate that our temporal attention filters can be learned
to focus on different temporal aspects of videos (i.e., in-
tervals with different temporal resolutions), and experi-
mentally confirm that such learning benefits the activity
recognition. The main difference between our approach
and previous temporal structure learning methods for ac-
tivity recognition (e.g., (Niebles, Chen, and Fei-Fei 2010;
Ryoo and Matthies 2013)) is that our temporal filters are
designed to be fully differentiable, which allows their joint
learning and testing with modern CNN architectures.

To our knowledge, this paper is the first paper to enable
learning of latent temporal sub-events in an end-to-end fash-
ion using CNN architectures for activity recognition.

Recognition approach

We design our model as a set of temporal filters, each corre-
sponding to a particular sub-event, placed on top of per-frame
(or per-segment) CNN architectures (Figure 1). The idea is
to train this fully differential model in an end-to-end fashion,
jointly learning latent sub-events composing each activity,
underlying CNN parameters, and the activity classifier.

In this section, we introduce the concept of temporal at-
tention filters, which extends the spatial attention filter (Gre-
gor et al. 2015) originally designed for digit detection and
digit/object synthesis. Next, we present how our proposed
model takes advantage of temporal attention filters to learn
latent sub-events. The approach learns/mines temporal sub-
events optimized for the classification without their ground
truth annotations, such as ‘stretching an arm’ in the activity
‘punching’.

Temporal attention filters

Each temporal attention filter learns three parameters: a center
g, a stride δ and a width σ. These parameters determine where
the filter is placed and the size of the interval focused on. A
filter consists of N Gaussian filters separated by a stride of
δ frames. The goal of this model is to learn where in the
video the most useful features appear. Because the videos are

of variable length, δ and g are relative to the length of the
video. Based on the attention model presented in (Gregor et
al. 2015), we use the following equations to obtain the mean
of the Gaussian filters:

gn = 0.5 · T · (g̃n + 1)

δn =
T

N − 1
δ̃n

μi
n = gn + (i− 0.5N + 0.5)δn

(1)

Using μ and σ, the N Gaussian filters are defined by:

Fm[i, t] =
1

Zm
exp(− (t− μi

m)2

2σ2
m

)

i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N − 1}, t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , T − 1}
(2)

where Zm is a normalization constant. Figure 2 shows an
illustration of our temporal attention filter.

If each frame has D-dimensional features, the filters, F ,
are applied to each dimension, taking the input of size T ×D
to N ×D where T is the number of frames in the video. That
is, each temporal filter F generates a N × D-dimensional
vector as an output for any video, which can be passed to a
neural network for the classification. Since this model is fully
differentiable, all parameters can be learned using gradient
descent.

Let fm[i, d] be the output of our mth temporal attention
filter, given the T × D dimensional input x. Each fm[i, d]
describes the response from the ith Gaussian filter on the dth
elements of the input vectors. Then,

fm[i, d] = Fm[i, :] · x[:, d] =
T−1∑
t=0

Fm[i, t] · x[t, d]

i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N − 1}, d ∈ {0, 1, . . . , D − 1}
(3)

where x[:, d] is the T -dimensional vector corresponding to
the sequence of the dth element values in the underlying
CNN feature vectors.

Figure 3 shows how each temporal attention filter is able
to capture features from the corresponding sub-interval of the
provided video with different temporal resolutions.

Recognition with temporal attention filters

As described in Figure 1, we take advantage of multiple dif-
ferent temporal attention filters by placing them on top of a

Figure 2: An illustration of our temporal attention filter. The
filter is differentiable and represented with three parameters.
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Figure 3: Examples illustrating how our temporal attention
filters work once learned. They are shown with two different
Gaussian filter variances. For this visualization, raw video
frames are used as inputs directly. In our actual implemen-
tation, the input to temporal filters are not raw video frames
but CNN feature responses obtained from frames.

sequence of per-frame (or per-segment) CNN models. As a
result, our model is able to focus on different sub-intervals
of video inputs with different temporal resolutions. Outputs
of each temporal filters are concatenated and are connected
to fully connected layers performing activity classification.
Each of our filters learns a latent sub-event, and concate-
nating the results allows the later FC-layers to look at the
features for each sub-event and classify the activity based on
them. If we denote the per-frame feature size as D and we
have M number of temporal attention filters, each temporal
filter generates the output of size N ×D, resulting the total
dimensionality to be M ×N ×D. We used 2 fully connected
layers (i.e., one hidden layer and one soft-max layer) for the
classification.

Because of the property that our temporal filters are de-
signed to be differentiable, we are able to backpropagate the
errors through temporal attention filters reaching the underly-
ing per-frame convolutional layers. This makes end-to-end
training of the proposed model possible with video training
data. Per-frame CNNs were assumed to share all parameters.

Recurrent neural networks with temporal filters

Although the model presented in the previous subsection
allows us to learn temporal attention filters from the train-
ing data, it was assumed that the temporal filters are static
once learned and are shared across all videos. However, such
assumption that relative locations of sub-events are exactly
identical across all activity videos can be dangerous. A partic-
ular sub-event of the activity (e.g., a person stretching an arm
in the case of ‘shake hands’) may occur earlier or faster in
one video than those in the other videos, due to human action
style variations. In such cases, using static temporal filters
will fail to capture exact sub-events. Rather, the recognition
system must learn how to dynamically and adaptively adjust
locations of temporal filters depending on the video content.

Figure 4: An illustration of our temporal attention filter using
an LSTM. The LSTM provides the parameters for the filters
at each time step. The filters provide input to the next itera-
tion allowing the LSTM to adjust the location of the filters.
After S iterations, a fully-connected layer and softmax layer
classify the video.

Thus, in this subsection, we propose an alternative ap-
proach of using a recurrent neural network, the long short-
term memory (LSTM). Figure 4 describes our overall LSTM
architecture. At each iteration, our LSTM takes the entire
video frames as an input and applies per-frame CNNs iden-
tical to the previous subsection. Next, instead of using the
learned static temporal filters, previous LSTM outputs are
used to decided the temporal attention filter parameters in an
adaptive fashion. Our approach learns weights that models
how previous LSTM iteration outputs (i.e., the abstraction
of video information in the previous round) can lead to the
better temporal filters in the next iteration

More specifically, our attention filter parameters become
the function of previous iteration LSTM outputs:

(gt, δt, σt) = Wn(hh−1) =
∑
i

wi · ht−1(i) (4)

where Wn is the function we need to learn modeled as a
weighted sum, ht−1 is the LSTM hidden state vector at it-
eration t − 1 and ht−1(i) are its elements. These weights
are initialized such that the initial iteration places g at the
center of the video, and δ spans the entire duration, allowing
the LSTM to get input from the entire sequence of frames.
Because of the nature that our temporal attention filters are
differentiable, we learn the function Wn through the back-
propagation.

Notice that our usage of LSTMs is different from previous
approaches (Ng et al. 2015) using LSTMs to capture sequen-
tial per-frame feature changes. In our case, the goal of each
LSTM iteration is to adjust the temporal filter locations to
match the video input.

Experiments

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed la-
tent sub-event learning approach with fully differentiable
temporal attention filters, we conducted a set of experiments
comparing our approach using temporal filters against the pre-
vious conventional approaches without them while making
the approaches use the same features and classifiers. These
approaches were evaluated with multiple different features
and multiple different datasets.
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Features: We extracted VGG features (Simonyan and Zis-
serman 2015), INRIA’s improved trajectory features (ITF)
(Wang and Schmid 2013), C3D features (Tran et al. 2015),
and TDD features (Wang, Qiao, and Tang 2015) which were
used as inputs to our temporal filter model. VGG is an image-
based convolutional neural network originally designed for
object classification tasks. ITF and TDD are the state-of-the-
art trajectory-based local video features, each taking advan-
tage of HOG/HOF or CNN feature maps observed around of
trajectories. We used the source codes of all these features
provided by the authors of the corresponding papers. For
TDD, we used the single-scale version of the TDD feature,
since it showed the better performance. We used 3-frame
short video segments as our unit observations. In the case of
VGG features, we applied its CNN architecture to one image
frame in every 3 frames, obtaining 4K-dimensional vectors
from the final fully connected layer. In the case of trajectory
features, we considered the trajectories ending within the
3-frame segment as inputs corresponding to the segment and
took advantage of their Fisher vector representation.

Datasets: We conducted experiments with two different pub-
lic video dataset: DogCentric activity dataset (Iwashita et al.
2014) and HMDB dataset (Kuehne et al. 2011). The Dog-
Centric dataset is a first-person video dataset, and it was
chosen because that the previous pooled time series (PoT)
representation (Ryoo, Rothrock, and Matthies 2015), which
illustrated potential that considering multiple sub-intervals
of videos benefit the CNN-based recognition, achieved the
state-of-the-art performance on it. The first-person videos in
this dataset display a significant amount of ego-motion (i.e.,
camera motion) of the camera wearer, and it is an extremely
challenging dataset. HMDB was chosen due to its popularity.
Our experiments were conducted by following each dataset’s
standard evaluation setting. Both the datasets are designed
for multiclass activity video classification.

Implementation and baseline classifiers: As mentioned
above, we confirm the advantage of our approach with four
different types of underlying feature models: VGG, ITF, C3D,
and TDD. Our temporal filters were applied on top of them.
In all our experiments, we used 2 hidden layers on top of our
(multiple) temporal filters: one of size 2048 and one of size
10 and softmax classification.

As the basic baselines, we tested (1) max-pooling, (2) sum-
pooling, and (3) mean-pooling across the time dimension,
resulting in features of size 1 × D. These 1 × D features
were fed to the hidden layers for the classification, which
was a standard practice as described in (Jain, van Gemert,
and Snoek 2014; Karpathy et al. 2014; Simonyan and Zis-
serman 2014; Ng et al. 2015; Tran et al. 2015). In addition,
in order to explicitly confirm the power of our approach
of ‘learning’ temporal attention filters with different loca-
tion/duration/resolution, we also implemented the baselines
of using fixed-predetermined temporal filters (i.e., without
learning). The main idea was to make the systems take ad-
vantage of temporal filters identical to ours while disabling
their learning capability. This makes the baselines behave
very similar to previous pooled time series method (Ryoo,
Rothrock, and Matthies 2015). We tested (4) an approach of

using a single fixed filter (i.e., the level 1 temporal pyramid),
which essentially computes a weighted sum of the whole
video. We then used (5) a temporal pyramid of level 4, hav-
ing 15 filters: 1 viewing the whole video, 2 viewing half the
video, 4 viewing a forth, and 8 viewing an eighth, giving a
vector of size 15×N ×D.

We implemented our CNN-based recognition architecture
with learnable temporal attention filters as described in this
paper. First, we implemented our approach of learning static
temporal filters. We tested our model’s ability to learn filters
by using 15 filters (i.e., M = 15) with N = 1 or N = 3.
Finally, we modified the model to use a LSTM to dynamically
choose where to look. At each step, the temporal model took
the hidden state, h from the LSTM as input, and did a linear
transformation with learned weights and bias W · h + b to
obtain g, δ and σ. We then used the same equations as above
to create the filters. The LSTM ran for 4 steps and either had
1 or 3 filters (i.e., M = 1 or 3) with N = 5.

Training the network: To increase training data, we apply
random cropping on each video frame, and randomly skip
several video frames at beginning. We use log-scale of stride
and variance to ensure positivity as (Gregor et al. 2015). We
initialize each filter bank parameters (g̃m, log δ̃m, log σ2

m)

with normal distribution for g̃m and 0 for log δ̃m and log σ2
m.

For all experiments, the first fully-connected layer had
4096 nodes and used a ReLU activation function. The sec-
ond had either 10 nodes (for DogCentric) or 51 nodes (for
HMDB) and used soft-max. The network was trained for
10000 iterations with a batch size of 100 and stochastic gra-
dient descent with momentum set to 0.9.

DogCentric dataset

The DogCentric dataset consists of 209 videos (102 training
and 107 testing videos) and 10 classes. As mentioned above,
it is a very challenging dataset with severe camera motion.

All of the baselines described above as well as 4 different
versions of our approach (2 with static filter learning and 2
with LSTMs) were compared while using 3 different types
of underlying features. Figure 5 shows the results. We are
able to clearly observe that the consideration of multiple sub-
intervals improves the recognition performances. The perfor-
mance increased by using predetermined temporal pyramid,
and our proposed approach of learning temporal filters were
able to further improve the performance. Additionally, using
the LSTM to dynamically choose sub-event locations gives
the best performance.

The overall difference between the conventional approach
of max/sum/mean pooling and our learned temporal attention
filters are around 5% in VGG, 1% in ITF, and 4∼5% in TDD.
We believe our approach was more effective with VGG since
it’s a pure CNN-based feature allowing our differentiable
filters to better cope with them. ITF is a completely hand-
crafted feature and TDD is a partially hand-crafted feature.

Table 1 compares the performances of our approach with
the previously reported state-of-the-arts. The base features we
used for this table was TDD. By taking advantage of temporal
filter learning and also LSTMs to dynamically adjust the
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Figure 5: Classification accuracy of baselines and our pro-
posed approach using VGG, ITF and VGG features.

Table 1: Recognition performances of our approach on the
DogCentric dataset, compared against previously reported
results of state-of-the-art approaches.

Approach Accuracy
VGG (Simonyan and Zisserman 2015) 59.9 %

Iwashita et al. 2014 60.5 %
ITF (Wang and Schmid 2013) 67.7 %

ITF + CNN (Jain, van Gemert, and Snoek 2014) 69.2 %
PoT (Ryoo, Rothrock, and Matthies 2015) 73.0 %

TDD (Wang, Qiao, and Tang 2015) 76.6 %
Ours (temporal filters) 79.6 %

Ours (temporal filters + LSTM) 81.4 %

filters matching sub-events, we were able to outperform the
state-of-the-arts.

HMDB

HMDB is a relatively large-scale video dataset with 51 activ-
ity classes and more than 5000 videos.

In our first experiment, we made our model to learn general
temporal filters to be shared by all 51 activity classes, test-
ing whether our approach can learn globally optimal filters.
Table 2 shows the results of our approach with the tempo-
ral attention filters compared against the approaches without
them. We tested this with CNN-based features: VGG, C3D,
and TDD. We are able to observe that our approach of learn-
ing latent sub-events using temporal attention filters clearly
benefits the classification in all cases.

Finally, instead of making our model to learn general fil-
ters, we made our models to learn 1-vs-all binary classifier
for each activity. This enables each activity classification
model to learn class-specific (latent) sub-events tailored for
the activity, allowing the model to fully take advantage of
our filter learning method. These 1-vs-all results were com-
bined for the final 51-class classification. We were able to
get an accuracy of 68.4% (Table 3). This is significant con-
sidering that the base feature performance (i.e., TDD) is 57%
with max/mean pooling. The setting was N = 2 and M =
3. The performance increase gained by learning such latent
sub-events per activity was significant and consistent: it was
9% increase over fixed temporal pyramid filters with C3D
and 10% increase over temporal pyramid with TDD. There

Table 2: A table comparing the performance of the ap-
proaches using the HMDB Dataset. In this experiment, we
made the model to learn general temporal filters to be shared
across all 51 activities.

Method VGG C3D TDD
Baseline

Max Pooling 37.77 % 48.45 % 57.07 %
Sum Pooling 37.00 % 48.58 % 55.77 %
Mean Pooling 37.73 % 49.30 % 57.17 %

Fixed Temporal Filters

Pyramid 4 41.56 % 49.69 % 58.87 %
Learned Temporal Filters

N = 1 41.23 % 50.35 % 58.87 %
N = 3 42.50 % 50.00 % 59.03 %

LSTM 1 filter 42.72 % 51.20 % 58.04 %
LSTM 3 filters 43.03 % 49.81 % 58.93 %

Table 3: Final recognition performances of our approach with
per-activity temporal filters, tested with HMDB. Results are
compared against the state-of-the-arts.

Approach Accuracy
ITF (Wang and Schmid 2013) 57.2 %

2-stream CNN (Simonyan and Zisserman 2014) 59.4 %
TDD (Wang, Qiao, and Tang 2015) 63.2 %

LTC (Varol, Laptev, and Schmid 2016) 64.8 %
S+T (Feichtenhofer, Pinz, and Zisserman 2016) 65.4 %

Max pooling - C3D 48.5 %
Temporal pyramid - C3D 49.7 %

Ours (temporal filters) - C3D 57.7 %
Max pooling - TDD 57.1 %

Temporal pyramid - TDD 58.9 %
Ours (temporal filters) - TDD 68.4 %

are few existing approaches performing comparable to our
approach by fusing multiple features (e.g., 69.2 of (Feichten-
hofer, Pinz, and Zisserman 2016) + ITF and 67.2 of (Varol,
Laptev, and Schmid 2016) + ITF), but our approach using
one feature performed superior to them in their original form.
Figure 6 shows examples of the learned sub-events.

Conclusion

We present a new activity recognition approach using tempo-
ral attention filters. Our approach enables end-to-end learning
of the classifier jointly with latent sub-events and underlying
CNN architectures. An approach to adaptively update the
temporal filter location/duration/resolution using multiple
recurrent LSTM iterations was also proposed, and its poten-
tial was experimentally confirmed. The concept of learning
latent sub-events using temporal attention clearly benefited
the recognition, particularly compared to the baselines using
the same features without such learning.

Discussions: Unfortunately, we were unable to replicate the
TDD’s reported recognition performance of 63.2 % with
the code provided by the authors. We only obtained 57%.
This probably is due to the difference in detailed parameter
settings and engineering tricks. If we can replicate the per-
formance of TDD reported in its paper, we would be able to
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Figure 6: Example frames of the learned latent sub-events. The top row of each sub-figure (a-c) shows an example frame
sequence, and the green boxes below shows the locations of the temporal filters learned to capture (latent) sub-events. Actual
frames corresponding to each sub-event are also illustrated. We are able to observe that semantic sub-events such as (a) ‘doing
down’ in the pushup activity, (b) ‘stretch’ in the punch activity and (c) ‘roll’ and ‘stand up’ in the somersault activity are captured.

further increase our method’s performance using it as a base.
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